
OPPOSITE LEFT: Pretty spring china 
brightens the kitchen. OPPOSITE 
RIGHT: One of many elegant chandeliers 
seen throughout the home. ABOVE: 
A fully renovated kitchen boasts 
contemporary features while maintaining 
the home’s traditional charm. BOTTOM, 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Homeowner, Corinne 
Robertson-Brown relaxes in her 
favourite room with a good book. Her 
lovely 1800s home is surrounded by 
colourful, luscious gardens.
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If you’ve meandered through her Parisian-inspired home décor 
shop, J’Adorn, you won’t be surprised to learn that this 1800s 
beauty is where she rests her head at night.

Nestled on a quiet street in Kincardine and only a short walk to the beach and her shop downtown, Corinne 
Robertson-Brown and her husband William couldn’t be happier to call somewhere home.

A gleaming example of French Second Empire architecture – a popular style at the time of its creation between 
1865 and 1875, this structure first served as the home of Architect A.J. Evans. True to its era, features include 
a mansard roof, decorated dormers, bay windows and a second staircase at the back of the house that leads to 
the maid’s quarters, or what is now known as the guest room. Most distinguishing though is the centre tower, 
which features a widow’s watch with a view that stretches far across Lake Huron.

Corinne has embraced the historical features of her home and has brought them together with her love 
of European home fashion. Upon entering, guests are greeted by a plush red carpet that frames an old, grand 
staircase. To the left is an elegant and formal dining room filled with collectibles and china in multiple patterns.

On the right is the living room. A tall bay window welcomes sunshine into the home through original wood 
shutters, found in many rooms throughout the house. The chandelier, unlike the others, is original to when the home 
was first electrified – when Eugenia Falls started generating power. “I figure if you have to put a light in a room 
anyway, why not make it beautiful?” says Corinne of the many chandeliers seen throughout her home. Matching 
wingback chairs sit on either side of the window staring down the long room and a coal-burning fireplace, though 
just for admiring purposes now, offers a focal point and additional character. Continued on page 23
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LEFT: Rich textures and colours create an elegant dining space for hosting 
friends and family. TOP RIGHT: The living room at the front of the house receives 
loads of natural light through original shutters and is Corinne’s favourite room. 
BOTTOM RIGHT: The front entry sets the tone and style of the home.

“The living room is my favourite room,” says Corinne. “The plaster 
walls are so thick, there is virtually no street noise. We have no TV, 
telephone or radio in there so it’s peaceful and serene; the perfect spot for 
a blanket, book and a couple of quiet hours.”

Just off the living room is a small library that offers a glimpse out to 
Corinne’s glorious gardens. She had the backyard completely re-invented 
by Rogers’ Botanical Garden and Nursery in Goderich, who designed 
and built a stream, waterfall and pond, while Huron Landscaping added 
the finishing landscaping touches with sod and trees. “When the gardens 
start to bloom, I love to be out on the deck as often as I can,” says Corinne. 
“We have lots of spring-blooming flowers like irises, peonies, roses and 
clematis; all nicely scented, old-fashioned flowers.”

What’s newest to the home and certainly not old-fashioned is the 
kitchen. The couple hired Peter Morrison of Hanover Kitchen & Bath 
Gallery to design the great space they have today. Luckily, the kitchen 
was much larger than what is typical of Victorian-era homes so the largest 
challenge was working around the six doorways – a challenge often met 
when working in older homes says Morrison. Continued on page 26
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RIGHT: A detailed archway frames 
the upstairs hallway and lounge area. 

BELOW: The couple’s master bedroom 
has many architectual features.

SOURCE GUIDE

Emke Schaab ClimateCare, Hanover Kitchen & Bath 

Gallery, Huron Landscaping, J’Adorn, Karn’s Roofing Ltd., 

Lowry Stone, Merv Bender’s Carpentry, Plantz Heating & 

Air Conditioning, Rogers’ Botanical Garden and Nursery, 

Smitty’s Furniture, Wayne’s Electric
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He worked with Merv Bender’s Carpentry on the project and as 
always, was pleased with the results, and so was the homeowner. “Merv 
Bender and his team were perfectionists and extremely professional,” says 
Corinne. “They did the best carpentry work we’ve ever seen.”

It was important for the kitchen to function and feel like new, but also 
to blend with the style of the home. Two different wood finishes were 
used with the main cabinetry dressed in a warm buttery hue with applied 
mouldings and the island in a solid cherry with glazed finish. Quartz 
countertops bring the two together seamlessly. 

“Bill and Corinne were a great couple to work with,” says Morrison. 
“They gave us the latitude to create something extraordinary and Corinne’s 

finishing touches just brought it all together and made it beautiful.”
One such finishing touch is the hand-cut, marble mosaic that serves 

as a backsplash behind the stove. The Lebanese artist agreed to recreate 
the design that Corinne loves so much, on a smaller scale for her kitchen 
and did so by gluing tiny pieces of marble together on mesh, which was 
simply rolled up and mailed to her.

The character of the home continues upstairs where architectural 
details like built-in archways are matched with rich textures, fabrics and 
colours. Similar to what you’ll find at J’Adorn, an eclectic mix of new and 
vintage, masculine and feminine, and all-around beautiful style, breathes 
new life into this tenacious home.  OH

LEFT: A small library off the living room is dressed in 
vibrant colours and provides a view of the property’s 
gardens. RIGHT: A mix of rich tones and textures gives 
this small powder room an elegant appeal.
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